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Character Background

- He is a monkey that doesn't like to be a monkey.
- He learns all of the kung-fu to be the best.
- He becomes a god in the end because he helps a brave soul.
Internals

Mental: he is very mad, upset, chaotic, selfish

Spiritual: Buddhism

Emotional: a little silly, very serious, and agrevi.
Externals

Dress

- He wears a raob on and chose on
- He has jewelry on
- He has his hair combed back

Movement

- A lot of kung-fu stance
- Sometime is very calem
Externals

Posture: always in a fighting stance.

Mannerisms:
Personal Thoughts

- He is a pretty cool dude
- He is very strong and funny
- He would diffened me, for bad guy
Resources

The book.